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Preface
Commitment to excellence in fundamental research and the nurturing of young scientific
talent defines the mission of the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, and the Annual
Report describes the academic activities carried out at TIFR in 2008-09 in fulfillment of
this. The year has seen the initiation of two important events in the history of the Institute.
The first is the commencement of the Centenary Year, which commemorates a landmark
event from the past, namely the birth of Dr. Homi Bhabha, the founder of the Institute.
The second has to do with the future of the Institute, and the foundation of a new campus
of TIFR in Hyderabad.
Research and training at the frontiers of mathematics, computer science, physics and
astronomy, chemistry, biology and science education are the core activities at the Institute.
Notable results were obtained in both theoretical and experimental programmes; a selection
of these is discussed here. In mathematics, an analogue of the Poincare formula and the
Riemann singularity theorem was proved for irreducible nodal curves. New schemes were
developed to study systems with conservation laws with discontinuous flux. In quantum
information theory, bounds related to the quantum Fano inequality were derived. New
symmetries of the standard Navier Stokes equations of hydrodynamics were uncovered.
In the experimental sciences, instrumentation and software development has progressed.
Single sided and double sided microstrip detectors required for sophisticated tracking in
particle physics experiments were developed; prototype detectors for multi-wavelength
astronomy for the ASTROSAT mission have been made; the software back-end for the
giant metre-wave telescope (GMRT) was commissioned. Exciting results have been
obtained. Evidence based on polarization studies was obtained in favour of coherent
curvature emission in pulsars. One of the largest Einstein rings formed by gravitational
lensing was discovered. Young type interference was characterized in the electron energy
emission spectrum of molecular hydrogen. The emission from a microdroplet doped with
dielectric scatterers was measured and the spectrum of resonant modes was obtained.
Optical tweezer studies of the coupling of a suspended colloidal particle with a rigid
substrate were found to show very different behaviours for a rigid particle and a soft,
deformable one. Fluorescence techniques were used to study blue-shifted hydrogen bonds
in complexes formed bysupersonic jet expansion. In biology, research ranging from single
molecules to complex interactions in cells unveiled significant regulatory switches that
control function.
The Indian teams participating in the International Science Olympiads are comprised of
students who are trained at the Homi Bhabha Centre for Science Education (HBCSE).
They achieved notable success, with the Astronomy and Astrophysics team picking up the
best team trophy in Indonesia, and the Physics team winning four gold medals in Vietnam.
Further, HBCSE hosted the International Biology Olympiad which brought several
hundred international students and jury members for the event.
On October 30, 2008, Prime Minister Dr. Manmohan Singh inaugurated the Bhabha
Centenary year with a speech that was broadcast live to TIFR. Subsequent months have
seen a number of events organized at the Institute, including workshops and conferences in
several fields of activity. Themes of these ranged from radio astronomy to fluorescence, and
on to science education. Several conferences with a broader scope are planned in the
coming year. Besides, there were events like the Children‟s Art Festival which involved
more than 500 children, and marked the revival of an old TIFR tradition, and is a tribute to
Dr. Bhabha's love of art. Further, recognizing that it is necessary that science engage with

society, a special effort has been made to step up outreach activities by organizing lectures
by TIFR scientists at colleges, both in the city and elsewhere in the country, and by
addressing the public at large through public lectures and also through interactive
programmes such as Chai and Why.
A major new initiative which began in the past year is the establishment of a new campus of
TIFR in Hyderabad. The Government of Andhra Pradesh has allotted a 210 acre plot for
this purpose at the periphery of the campus of Hyderabad Central University, which itself
has leading departments of science. The aim is to establish a leading centre of research in
the country, which like the main campus at Colaba would have a broad span, covering all
areas of science. One of the attractions of the location of the new campus is that it will
facilitate collaborative research with the faculty of other research and educational
institutions in the region. Planning for the choice and structure of academic programmes is
underway, while infrastructure-wise, plans for the first academic research and teaching
building are being drawn up. While it will take many years to develop the campus fully, its
initiation is a meaningful and enduring way to commemorate the Birth Centenary of Dr.
Homi Bhabha.
M. Barma
Director
---------
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Highlights of the Research Activities
(2008-09)
School of Mathematics
Mumbai Campus
1. It was shown that a projective module of top rank over an odd dimensional smooth
affine variety over an Archimedean field splits off a free direct summand of rank one if
and only if its top Chern class is zero. A bijection between orbits of unimodular rows of
length 2n under the action of the elementary group and orbits of unimodular rows of
length 2n under the action of the elementary symplectic group was established.
2. An analogue of the Poincare formula and the Riemann singularity theorem was proved
for the desingularisation of the compactified Jacobian of an irreducible nodal curve. For
the moduli spaces G() of -stable coherent systems of rank n, degree d with n+1
sections on a smooth Petri curve of genus at least two, the top critical value of  was
determined. The geometry of G() for values of  bigger than the critical values was
described. A precise comparison theorem for the Brauer group of a smooth orbifold
and the Brauer group of the smooth locus of its coarse moduli space was proved.
3. Strong restrictions on types of singular points of a normal contractible surface were
proved. For a class of rational surface singularities, multiplicity was shown to be atmost
equal to the order of its divisor class group.
4. It was proved that the fundamental group schemes of smooth projective varieties over
the ring of Witt vectors of an algebraically closed field were compatible with products
and base change of fields. The representations of these group schemes were
determined. The local fundamental group scheme of a variety with trivial tangent
bundle was shown to be equal to the inverse limit of the kernels of the powers of the
Frobenius endomorphisms of the variety.
5. Complementary series representations of SO(n,1) that are close to cohomological ones
were shown to contain discretely, upon restriction to SO(n-1,1), similar complementary
series representations, and the results were applied to the study of the spectrum of the
Laplacian on congruence arithmetic quotients of the hyperbolic n-space. Techniques of
construction of generalized Enright-Varadarajan modules were applied to study
representation-theoretic harmonic spinors for the coherent families arising in the
construction. Irreducibility of tensor fields for the algebra of derivations on a Laurent
polynomial ring in several commuting variables was investigated under suitable
conditions. Conditions were described for distalily to hold for factors of the action of
an automorphism semigroup on a locally compact group, and the induced action on the
space of probability measures on the group. Work on the embedding problem for
infinitely divisible measures was continued.
6. Initial value problem for a system of partial differential equations modelling large scale
structure formation was studied and formation of -waves in the solution was proved.
For one space dimemsion, explicit solution was constructed using vanishing viscosity
approach.
7. Upper bounds for the number of classical weight one forms in non-CM p-adic families
of eigenforms were given and it was shown that the ramification of the Brauer class of a
modular endmorphism algebra is determined by the slopes of the adjoint lift of the
underlying form.
8. A conjecture on the behaviour of the exponential sum in short intervals of the
argument was proposed and and it was shown that this conjecture implies the twin
prime conjecture. An analogous conjecture to the new proposed conjecture has been
established to be true for exponential sums over integers without small prime factors.
The behaviour of the sequences to the case ap = e(p) of complex numbers on residue

9.

10.

11.
12.
13.

14.

classes to prime moduli was studied and for these special cases, under certain additional
conditions improvements on Elliott's results were obtained. If (n) is the nth
normalized Fourier coefficient of a holomorphic Hecke eigenform f(z) Sk(), then the
average behavior of 2(nj) over sparse sequences were studied and asymptotic formulae
for the discrete mean-square of 2(nj) with precise error term were proved for j=2,3,4.
A generalization of the g.c.d. problem of S.S. Pillai was studied. It was shown that at
most one number in the infinite list of Euler-Lehmer constants is an algebraic number
and as a consequence, it was established that a conjecture of Erdös has been true in
certain cases.
The problem of the determination of a normalized Hecke eigencusp form on SL(2,Z)
from the central values of its Rankin-Selberg convolution L function was investigated
and also the signs of Fourier coefficients of two cusp forms of different weights were
studied.
First known examples of Tate Shafarevich groups of CM elliptic curves of rank greater
than one with p-primary part finite were given. Results on the existence of adjoints
between different categories in the theory of motives were proven.
The Wall-Novikov surgery L-groups of the classical Artin pure braid groups was
explicitly computed.
Continued the study of t-designs and tags on t-designs and Semiadditive rings related to
projective planes. In joint work with Professor D.K. Ray-Chaudhuri a new concept of
list designs was defined and it was shown that all t-(v, k, ) list designs with sufficiently
large  function exist. A labeling-property which distinguishes forests was found.
Relations between combinatorics and Indian music were explored.
The maximum value of the largest eigenvalue for simple bipartite graphs, where the
number of edges is given and the number of vertices on each side of the bipartition is
given was studied. A conjectured solution was stated, which is an analog of the BrualdiHoffman conjecture for general graphs, and proved the conjecture in some special
cases.

TIFR Centre for Applicable Mathematics, Bangalore
1. Work on Hardy Sobolev inequalities continued and new results on Hardy Sobolev
inequality for Dirac operators, best constants and Hardy-Sobolev-Mazja‟s equation were
obtained.
2. Model error in Lagranian data assimilation and data assimilation for Burger‟s equation
were studied. Numerical experiments have been carried out to study the latter.
3. Problems from heat transfer over stretching surfaces in power-law fluids and thin liquid
films were studied using Keller box method and new results obtained.
4. Monotone schemes were developed to study conservation laws with discontinuous flux.
Convergence and entropy criteria for these schemes have been established.
5. A perturbed KdV equation and the Tricomi equation were studied using the Airy
function. New results were obtained on the Phase Retrieval problem.
6. Aerodynamic shape optimization is studied using computational fluid dynamics.
7. A necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of Moser-Trudinger inequality on
conformal discs was obtained.
8. The solution branches of a system of elliptic equations were completely analysed using
global methods of Bifurcation.
9. Existence of positive radial solution to a class of semilinear elliptic problems with an
indefinite weight and qualitative properties of second order ODE‟s were studied.

School of Natural Sciences
Department of Astronomy and Astrophysics
1. The instrument development for the ASTROSAT mission is progressing well. The
development of the flight and proto-flight models of the soft X-ray focusing telescope
(SXT) with an X-ray (0.3-8.0 keV) sensitive CCD camera at the focal plane is
continuing.
2. The CZT Imager uses a large number (64) of CZT modules with built-in electronics
and a rigorous qualification test for these modules were successfully carried out, in
collaboration with VSSC, Thiruvananthapuram.
3. After completion of fabrication of the two prototype LAXPC detectors and its
electronics, work has been initiated on the fabrication of engineering unit and three
flight units.
4. The TIFR 100 cm balloon borne Far Infrared telescope along with the Fabry Perot
Spectrometer tuned to astrophysically important line of [C II] at 158 micron, was
launched on February 05, 2009, from the TIFR Balloon Facility, Hyderabad, during the
Summer 2009 flight campaign.
5. It was argued, on the basis of a quantum-classical duality, that the Universe should
possess a nonzero value for the cosmological constant, of the order of the square of the
Hubble parameter.
6. The hot gas in the intracluster medium was modeled with a view to obtain an improved
estimate of secondary CMB power spectrum due to Sunyaev-Zel‟dovich effect and the
clusters of galaxies are developed as an ensemble of rulers to constrain cosmology.
7. It was demonstrated that the activity belts in the butterfly pattern of sunspot coincides
with the fast stream of zonal flows as inferred from seismic data.
8. An X-ray tail/jet from a new X-ray source (CXO J172337.5-373442) was discovered
with Chandra data, which was interpreted as a pulsar wind nebula based on
multiwavelength observations.
9. One of the largest Einstein rings (J091949.16+342304.0) was discovered from the Sloan
Digital Sky Survey data, which could be a first gravitational lensed system where
random shear from many galaxies or Groups of galaxies together with a Dwarf
Spheroid at very low redshift of 0.0375 act as the lensing object.

Department of Biological Sciences
1. We have initiated efforts to develop Chlamydomonas reinhardtii as an expression platform
for various human proteins. In addition, we have initiated studies on over expressing
Dad (Defender against death protein) protein for studying its biological regulation.
2. We have used the olfactory lobe of Drosophila melanogaster to demonstrate that neuronal
activity is necessary in the mature circuit to preserve its integrity. Failure to use neurons
results in their degeneration supporting the well known saying applied to the brain “use
it or lose it”.
3. We discovered a gene regulatory mechanism that operates during development of
Drosophila melanogaster which controls specific aspects of behavior when the animal
ecloses.
4. We have used the a morphogenetic transformation, dorsal closure in Drosophila, to
uncover the primacy of mechanical stimuli in the regulation of cell behaviour and the
molecular correlates of force generators and force transducers that contribute to the
stresses that drive distinct cell behavior.
5. We find that an unliganded thyroid receptor alpha1 is responsible for the effects of
hypothyroidism on hippocampal neurogenesis in the adult brain.
6. We have earlier established that mutations in Klp64D affect olfaction in adult Drosophila.
Transmission electron microscopic analysis also revealed that the defect was associated
with structural abnormalities in the outer dendritic segments of the sensilla basiconica. and
tissue dynamics.

7. Study of immune response, epidemiology and control of malaria has been an ongoing
project. We have assessed genomic polymorphisms in the promoter region of certain
immunomodulatory genes from different disease category human patients. We observed
distinct age-dependent sexual dimorphism in malaria infections in Mumbai.

Department of Chemical Sciences
1. The ROSE (Repression Of heat Shock gene Expression) element of mRNA present in
the 5‟-UTR of small heat-shock genes in many Gram-negative bacteria has been shown
to function as a „RNA thermometer‟ by controlling translation in a temperaturesensitive manner in a narrow temperature range. The local dynamics at various strategic
locations in the ROSE element was measured by using time-resolved fluorescence of 2aminopurine (2AP), a sensitive fluorescent analog of adenine.
2. In the last few years, the study of unconventional kinds of hydrogen bonds has been the
primary area of focus of our research group. One such type of hydrogen bond is the
“blue shifted hydrogen bond”. Different aromatic chromophores were used as the
hydrogen bond acceptor and haloforms were used as the hydrogen bond donor.
Complexes were formed using supersonic jet expansion technique and they were
investigated using Laser induced fluorescence and Fluorescence depletion IR (FDIR)
spectroscopic techniques.
3. Developed new pulse-duration and phase-modulated radiofrequency schemes for better
heteronuclear decoupling and symmetry-based methods for homonuclear dipolar
decoupling in solid-state NMR to enhance resolution and sensitivity of spectral lines.
Recoupling schemes were employed to characterise materials in solid state in
combination with high-resolution methods.
4. We have described for the first time the structurally closest member to the family of
lens -crystallins from Methanosarcina acetivorans, an archaea. The study suggests that the
protein might be one amongst the primordial members of the group of proteins from
which lens crystallins arose., The study also demonstrates for the first time that crystallins are present in all three kingdoms of life, thus making it the most prevalent
and widely distributed calcium-binding superfamily in nature.
5. The investigation on 1H NMR spectra based metabonomics of the host-parasite
interaction in the mouse model of malaria and the disease in humans has been
continued. Metabolites in urinary samples were monitored to delineate the temporal
systemic response of the host to the infection by the malarial parasite.
6. Amyloid aggregation is typically associated with misfolding of the constituent proteins
into beta-sheet rich conformations. Preliminary structural models obtained from solid
state experiments in various laboratories suggest that amyloid beta (whose aggregation
is thought to be responsible for the Alzheimer‟s disease) adopts a hairpin conformation
which helps it to aggregate. We investigated the structural basis of this process by
synthesizing mutants with identical amino acid compositions but with different
sequences.
7. With the aim of creating novel hollow structures, a strategy was undertaken whereby a
template-free route was developed to form hollow silica spheres. This route provided a
large advantage as it consisted of a one-step synthesis of silica spheres with a valid void
cavity (without the need of any subsequent „template removal‟ steps).
8. Glycine, Cysteine and Lysine based novel ionic liquids have been synthesized and their
properties studied by thermal analysis, NMR and diffraction.

Department of Condensed Matter Physics and Materials Science
1. A vortex phase diagram of the strongly correlated superconductor Rh17S15 has been
constructed via exploration of the anomalous variations in critical current density
extracted from ac and dc magnetization measurements.

2. Anomalous metamagnetic transitions have been found in some heavy rare-earth
compounds; in particular, we observed huge enhancement of magnetoresistance, with a
positive sign which is unexpected at the metamagnetic transition.
3. It was shown that impurities/defects in small gapped non-magnetic semiconductors
form low density conduction electrons and local moment that lead to ferromagnetism
with high Curie temperature.
4. We have successfully grown the single crystals of CaFe2As2, EuFe2As2 and Co-doped
CaFe2As2 by flux method using Sn as flux. Very large sized single crystals with the
typical dimensions of 10 × 8 × 0.4 mm3, were obtained.
5. Using GaSe crystal angle tuning, THz emission upto 12THz has been obtained
experimentally and the observed THz spectra are theoretically reproduced by modeling.
6. Surface plasmon dispersion in 1-D dielectric patterns with varying dielectric to air ratio
on thin continuous layers of metal was measured. 2-D dielectric patterns on metal layers
were fabricated and the surface plasmon dispersion in these structures was measured.
7. We have built a setup for spectroscopic measurements under high magnetic fields and
with high spatial resolution, at liquid He temperatures. A long working-distance
objective as the main focusing element and enabled us to collect photo-luminescence
emission from semiconductor quantum dots spread in a spot size of a few micron in
diameter.
8. The mechanism of sticking of a suspended colloidal particle to a rigid substrate was
studied by an optical tweezer. On contact, the coupling changes abruptly from viscous
to elastic for a rigid silica particle, whereas it evolves slowly with time, similar to ageing
in glassy systems, for a soft and deformable polystyrene particle.
9. We have probed the magnetotransport properties of individual InAs nanowires. We
observed that the coherence length and spin-orbit length are tunable using the gate
voltage. We have also studied nano electromechanical devices fabricated using
individual InAs nanowires and graphene devices.

Department of High Energy Physics
1. BELLE collaboration experiment at KEK has collected about 900 million BB(bar)
events from asymmetric e+e KEK-B collider at s = 10.58 GeV or (4S) resonance.
Rare B decays have the potential to provide early hints of new physics.
2. We successfully developed single sided and double sided silicon micro-strip detectors in
association with BEL, Bangalore.
3. In the CMS Collaboration the the installation and commissioning of Outer hadron
calorimeter(HO) was carried out. All the wheels are fully installed with readout
electronics, tested out and commissioned. All the detectors participated in global cosmic
runs without and with magnetic field.
4. The invisible decay of the Higgs boson envisaged in several scenarios of Beyond
Standard Model physics has the best possibility to be discovered when produced in
Vector Boson Fusion mode at LHC. The potential of discovery in CMS experiment has
been studied extensively corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 10 fb1, including,
for the first time, the results of massive simulation of QCD jet backgrounds and
devising a new strategy to handle them.
5. The India-based Neutrino Observatory (INO) collaboration is planning to build a
50kton magnetised Iron Calorimeter (ICAL) detector, to study atmospheric neutrinos
and to make precision measurements of the parameters related to neutrino oscillations.
At TIFR the efforts for the INO group are mainly two-fold: Indigenous development
of the technology to build detector components and the necessary software tuned to
achieve our physics goals.
6. The commissioning work of HAGAR telescope array was completed and released for
observations (this is joint project between IIA, Bangalore and TIFR).
7. An experimental set up that can trap and cool both Fermionic and Bosonic species of
atoms was completed and a 2D magneto-optical trap for Potassium was implemented.

8. Newton‟s law of motion was shown to be of gravitational origin, and as a relativistic law
with root in gravitomagnetism.
9. It was found that the universality of free fall (weak equivalence principle) is preserved
even if the gravitational coupling is material-dependent, provided that gravity is a long
range interaction – a surprising result, with significant implications to tests of the
equivalence principle.

Department of Nuclear and Atomic Physics
1. The measurements for reaction products formed in complete fusion, and neutron
transfer and/or incomplete fusion were made using off-beam- spectroscopy method.
2. A momentum achromat, MARIE, is under development to produce low energy
Radioactive Ion Beams using light ion beams from LINAC in inverse kinematics.
3. The Young type interference arising due to the spatial coherence has been investigated
in electron emission spectrum from single ionization of inversion symmetric
homonuclear diatomic molecule, H2.
4. Unique details of the dynamics of the dissociative electron attachment to water,
ammonia and methane molecules are obtained for the first time.
5. As part of our program to understand the interaction of Low Energy Electrons with
DNA, we have extended our studies of Single Stranded Breaks (SSBs) by LEE on
plasmid pQE-30 to as low as 1 eV.
6. We have made the first clear in-situ measurements of the hot electrons produced in the
plasma by the way of detecting Cherenkov radiation. These experiments were done in
collaboration with Institute of Laser engineering, Osaka with the TIFR laser system.
7. A new experiment to study ionization and fragmentation of the clusters has been built.
8. We studied emission from a microdroplet doped with dielectric scatterers. We isolated
the resonant modes of the microdroplets, and studied their spectra as a function of gain
coefficient and diameter.

Department of Theoretical Physics
1. An effective time-independent potential was derived for a confined Brownian particle
subjected to a rapidly oscillating space-dependent force. Significant quantum effects
were found in the intermediate regime of damping.
2. It was shown that nuclear relaxation measurements may be used to unambiguously
detect long-range magnetic and crystalline order in electron gases in disordered
semiconductor heterostructures. Transport measurements (the standard probe) will not
be useful in this case.
3. Essential role of magnetocrystalline anisotropic energy in interpreting equilibrium
magnetization and static susceptibility of noninteracting single domain nanoparticles
was studied.
4. The formalism for analyzing the collective neutrino oscillations for nonspherical
sources, like coalescing neutron stars, was developed.
5. Charge-parity asymmetry in the decays B K+ was calculated in the framework of
the standard model extended by a fourth generation. The decays B  K+ and Bs 
+ were analyzed for possible signatures of new physics operators that can help
identify their Lorentz structure.
6. Using the method proposed earlier by us, the location of the critical end point of QCD
was determined to the highest accuracy ever. A scan of colliding energies at the RHIC
accelerator at BNL, New York can potentially test this prediction.
7. Chiral symmetry breaking in a non-local Nambu-Jona-Lasinio like 4-fermi model,
derived from the intersecting brane model of Sakai and Sugimoto in the weak coupling
limit, was found to occur only above a critical value of the coupling. Numerical
investigations showed, contrary to what had been suggested in the literature, that this
feature persists even when the radius of the circle on which the D4-branes wrap is taken
to infinity.

8. The moduli space and dynamical properties of 3-algebra field theories proposed to
describe M-theory membranes were obtained. The relation between membrane and Dbrane field theories was exhibited and higher-derivative corrections to 3-algebra theories
were computed using dualities and a novel Higgs mechanism.
9. New symmetries of the standard Navier-Stokes equation were discovered. These form a
14 parameter Lie algebra which includes conformal transformations. The bulk viscosity
in strongly coupled non-conformal hydrodynamics in 1+1 dim. was calculated using the
AdS/CFT correspondence.

Research Facilities
National Balloon Facility, Hyderabad
Large volume natural shaped tethered balloons and aerostats was started for use in area of
rural telephony, surveillance, disaster management and calibration of technological
hardware was the major mile stones during the reporting period. Successful demonstration
was made of a “proof of concept” experiment in cellular telephony using tethered balloon.
The experiment was conducted jointly by TIFR and Tata Teleservices and established
coverage area for BTS to 8000 sq. km.. compared to the 15 sq km in the conventional
tower.
National Facility for High Field NMR
The National Facility for high field NMR has completed 26th year of existence and has
continued to excel in serving scientific community of the nation. Research at the Facility
covers both methodological developments and applications in solution as well as in solid
state NMR. During current year a new 700 MHz Bruker NMR spectrometer has been
added.

T.I.F.R. Centres
Homi Bhabha Centre for Science Education, Mumbai
1. HBCSE hosted the 19th International Biology Olympiad in Mumbai from July 13 to 20,
2009. It had 220 students and 118 jury members and observers from 55 participating
countries. The academic quality of the Olympiad (with respect to both theoretical and
experimental tasks) was greatly appreciated by the International Jury.
2. HBCSE hosted the third epiSTEME conference at its campus from January 5 to 9,
2009. These international biennial conferences aim at reviewing ongoing research in
science, technology and mathematics education and probably are the only platform
available to young Indian researchers in the field to present papers that are put through
a rigorous peer review process.
3. HBCSE was invited to bring out and edit a special issue of the prestigious „International
Journal of Science Education‟ (IJSE) on „Visual and Spatial Modes in Science Learning‟.
4. Indian student team at the Second International Olympiad in Astronomy and
Astrophysics held in Bandung, Indonesia from 19-28 August 2008 won best team
trophy. The five member team bagged two gold, two silver and one bronze medal. Nitin
Jain of the team won the best student trophy.
5. The five member Indian physics team at the 39th International Physics Olympiad held
at Hanoi, Vietnam in July 2008 won four gold and one silver medals. This performance
in Physics was the best in tally of medals won by India in any of the Olympiads so far.

National Centre for Biological Sciences, Bangalore
Research at NCBS covers the Areas of Biochemistry, Biophysics and Bioinformatics,
Cellular Organization and Signaling, Genetics and Development, Neurobiology, Ecology &
Evolution and Theory, Modelling and Analysis. Many of the groups at the Centre, while
formally placed in one of these Areas, actually carry out research spanning several areas often in collaboration with other groups in the Centre. We have an active iBio (integrative
Biology) program in collaboration with the Raman Research Institute and enthusiastic
interactions with chemists and physicists from several institutions. We are keen to foster
relations with medical institutions and to this end have initiated several joint programs for
research with faculty at the Christian Medical College, Vellore. Our ties with the University
of Agricultural Sciences, on whose campus we are located, remain strong with several
ongoing research collaborations.

National Centre for Radio Astrophysics, Pune
1. The GMRT Long Period Pulsar Survey, covered 106 square degrees with a sensitivity of
roughly 1 mJy to long-period pulsars (pulsars with period longer than 1s). Three new
pulsars were discovered in this survey with periods of 318, 933, and 1056 ms. The
survey also detected 16 known pulsars in the survey region. These 19 discoveries are
consistent with predictions from pulsar population models
2. The fundamental question of whether pulsar radio emission arises from maser or
coherent curvature radiation, remains open. High-quality single-pulse polarimetry is
required to distinguish between these two possible mechanisms. Strong single pulses
from 10 pulsars were observed with the Giant Meterwave Radio Telescope. They show
extremely high linear polarization with the position angle (PA) following locally the
mean position angle traverse. This crucial observational signature allows one to argue,
for the first time, in favor of the coherent curvature emission mechanism, excluding the
maser mechanism.
3. The first results from Faint Irregular Galaxies GMRT Survey (FIGGS), a GMRT based HI
imaging survey of a systematically selected sample of extremely faint nearby dwarf irregular
galaxies were presented. Detailed studies of nearby dwarf galaxies are important in the context

of hierarchical galaxy formation, because in these models, nearby dwarf galaxies can be regarded
as proxies for distant primordial galaxies. FIGGS is by far the largest HI survey of dwarf
galaxies done to date.

4. Deep 325 MHz GMRT observations of the European Large-Area ISO Survey-North 1
(ELAIS-N1) at 325 MHz using the GMRT, with median rms noise of 40 Jy beam-1
were obtained. A total of 1286 sources with a total flux density above 270 Jy were
detected, of which about 30 very steep spectrum sources which are likely to be either
relic sources or high-redshift objects as well as inverted-spectra objects which could be
Giga-Hertz Peaked Spectrum objects have been identified. The normalized differential
radio source counts show evidence of flattening at low flux densities, which has so far
been reported only at higher radio frequencies, and is due to combination of starburst
and low-luminosity
5. The final version of the 32 antenna, 32 MHz GSB (GMRT software back-end) was
completed during this year, and test observations started with it. The GSB implements a
fully real-time back-end for the current requirements for the GMRT, and includes a full
correlator and pulsar receiver. The design, implementing a correlator and a single beam
pulsar receiver, uses PCI-based ADC cards, and a linux cluster of 48 nodes with dual
gigabit inter-node connectivity for real-time data transfer requirements.

School of Technology and Computer Science
1. In the area of computational complexity, new tradeoff results were obtained on the
number of connections needed in depth-two superconcentrators. In computational
geometry three different algorithms were obtained for computing diffuse reflection
paths inside polygons. The first two algorithms run in time O(n+klogn), where k
denotes the number of reflections in the path, the third runs in time O(n2). In Quantum
Information Theory, various bounds related to the Quantum Fano inequality were
derived. In Classical Information theory, new necessary and sufficient conditions were
derived in the study of the discrete capacity achieving distribution with peak power
constraint.
2. Work was carried out for Stochastic Adaptive Systems for optimal scheduling problems
in power management in wireless devices. In applied probability the problem of
incorporating views in mathematical models was studied, and the optimal solution was
characterized under different sets of assumptions. A model for arrival in cafeteria
queues was analysed. In mathematical finance, the problem of portfolio optimization
was considered and large deviation asymptotics were developed. A large deviations view
on simulation efficiency was studied.
3. In Logic in Computer Science, problems on specifications of operating systems
microkernels, logic in cognitive science, and ontology of computer programs was
studied. In the area of formal verification correspondences between logics of
continuous and sampled time and automata characterizations of logics were obtained. A
new rich logic was proposed.
4. In wireless and ad hoc networks an improved receiver was studied, low density parity
check codes were studied for special communication channels, the role of asynchronism
in next generation networks was studied, and coverage and capacity of hybrid networks
as estimated. Recommendation systems were studied as an area of e-commerce
applications.
5. In formal verification, results on Scalable Model Checking were obtained. In the area
off compiler optimization single static assignment was studied, and new techniques
were developed for detecting memory access errors. Work was also carried out in the
areas of concurrency and distributed scheduling algorithms, web services, security and
identity management.
6. In speech and signal processing, work was carried out on Accent Adaptation, Name
Detection, Generating Bangla Synthetic Speech, and audio, text and braille material
delivery. In the area of computer and network security problems in the areas of data
hiding, embedded secret data and multifactor secure authentication were studied.
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